F. No. W-04/16/2018-SPN-I
Government of India
Ministry of Communications
Department of Posts
Dak Bhawan, Sansad Marg,
New Delhi 110011.
December 11, 2019

ADVISORY ON FAKE LETTER OF SELECTION FOR APPOINTMENT
AS POSTAL ASSISTANT / SORTING ASSISTANT
*****

It has been brought to the knowledge of Department of Posts, Ministry of Communications, Government of India that fake letters have been issued to many persons purportedly on behalf of this Department conveying selection for appointment as Postal Assistant / Sorting Assistant on the basis of Combined Higher Secondary Level Examination. A sample copy of such fake letter is attached for information.

Since the Combined Higher Secondary Level Examination is conducted by Staff Selection Commission (SSC), all concerned are hereby advised to refer to the results published by SSC on its official website, employment news, etc., and do not fall prey to any fake communication(s) by unauthorised person(s).

After publication of results by SSC in designated medium, Department of Posts initiate further action, details of which are published on its website, viz. indiapost.gov.in, for information of selected candidates.

Therefore, all concerned are hereby advised to visit official website of SSC for results and thereafter candidates recommended by SSC for appointment in Department of Posts should visit its website for further instructions.

(Satya Narayana Dash)
Director (SPN)
Date: 13.11.2019
Name: S. MADASAMY
S/o: C. SELVARAJ
Address: 1/48 NORTH STREET PUNGAVARNATHAM
KEELA EERAL ETTAYA PURAM THOOTHUKUDI
TAMIL NADU
628908

SUBJECT: INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES RECOMMENDED BY STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION FOR APPOINTMENT AS POSTAL ASSISTANT/SHORTING ASSISTANT ON BASIS OF COMBINED HIGHER SECONDARY LEVEL EXAMINATION.

With the competent authority is has been decided to appoint Shri. S. MADASAMY as a clerk, Department of post with affect from the date of joining till further order.

The process of allocation of postal circle is likely to completed in next 7-10 days. The list of posting allocation will be inform by Department of Post.

Thereafter dossier of candidate will be sent to concern postal circle for further action.

Sincerely,

Sh. Pradipra Kumar Bisoi
Assistant Director General(SPN)
Date: 13.11.2019

Department is not responsible for non-receipt of email/SMS by the candidate due to any specific reason or without any reason arising out of providers services and other dependencies. However, a physical communication in regard to provisional selection intimation will be sent by respective recruiting authorities in due course as per the selection procedure.